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BoysTown pay offer
Since the last bulletin the ASU
negotiating team met twice with
BoysTown management. We are
making good progress toward a
number of our claims including some
allowances, a casual conversion
clause, training and health and
wellbeing practices and the default
super scheme.
There remain some claims where the ASU and
BoysTown remain apart including increasing
paid parental leave, the redundancy
entitlement, increasing compassionate leave,
domestic and family violence leave, long
service leave and higher duties allowance.
Our previous meetings on 15 February and 5
March 2013 focused on the BiPers
classification structure and our claims to
improve staff health and wellbeing procedures
and improve training and development
opportunities. Discussions have been
constructive.
After careful deliberation, the ASU and
employee reps have given in principle
agreement to continue using the BiPers
classification structure for the new agreement.

over the life of the agreement, backdated to the
first pay period on or after 1 July 2012.
BoysTown have provided us with a pay offer. It
is important to note that the offer is not final; it
is an initial offer that is subject to further
negotiation. The negotiating team will need to
carefully consider the offer in light of our other
claims and input from members. The BoysTown
pay offer is attached to this bulletin.
The ASU understands that the bargaining
process can appear frustratingly slow at times,
but there is always a balance we need to strike
between getting a good agreement and a quick
agreement. ASU is continuing to work hard to
get a good deal, but we would be doing you a
disservice if we skimped on important issues
like pay and classification for the sake of
expediency. We thank you for your patience
and support.
The next bargaining meeting is scheduled for
Wednesday 20 March 2013.
If you’d like more information or would like to
arrange a meeting in your workplace – about
the EBA or Equal Pay or any workplace issue
please contact:

The new agreement will maintain the option for
employees to have their position reviewed if
they wish and the ASU would encourage
members who believe they have been
incorrectly classified to contact their delegate or
organiser.
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Supporting BiPers has meant we have had to
revise our pay claim from matching the
Queensland Award rates plus 5% p.a. to
increasing pay by 6% p.a. for all employees
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